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To the Editor:
I read with great interest Dr Michael Gold’s1 article regarding treatment of subclinical atrial fibrillation (AF). His comments were balanced, timely, and appropriately
conservative, given our current state of trial data. However, I am not as certain as
he that follow-up studies of subclinical AF “raise even more confusion regarding
optimal care” with respect to (1) the lack of a clear temporal association between
AF and embolic stroke events or (2) how to best use the duration of devicedetected AF with respect to anticoagulation decisions. Although several reports
have suggested that stroke/systemic embolism is not temporally associated with
the presence of AF in patients with intermittent AF,1 underlying atrial pathology
caused by AF and superimposed on that of comorbidities, including size, contractility, and endothelial dysfunction, do not develop and resolve synchronously with
the presence or absence of AF. The atrial cardiomyopathy underlying the AF can
still be present between AF episodes as the atrial myopathy caused by AF, and
clot, are not resolved instantly if at all. Post cardioversion studies have shown persistence of atrial size and myopathic abnormalities, especially with longer lasting
AF, as have postablation studies, which have also shown further reduction in left
atrial function in those with paroxysmal atrial fibrillation, older age, and preserved
left atrial ejection fraction at baseline.2,3 Thus, AF may contribute to causation,
though not temporally present at the time of embolism. With respect to what
duration of subclinical AF is significant: I strongly doubt that there is a single critical duration. AF without associated disorders has minimal risk of stroke—so the
story is not AF in and of itself. Also, many frequently coexisting associated disorders, such as hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and atherosclerosis, have a stroke
risk independent of AF—so strokes in patients with AF plus these disorders are
not necessarily consequent to the AF. However, comorbidities can produce atrial
pathophysiological alterations that promote thrombus formation in the left atrial/
left atrial appendage, which is additive to the prothrombotic abnormalities consequent to the AF itself. Thus, in AF, the stroke risk should increase as the AF burden
increases and as the comorbidities increase in number and magnitude. Accordingly, the risk of left atrial thrombus formation from AF and comorbidities should
have magnitude synergism, rather than simply being present or absent or of a
specific AF length. Data from Framingham, from Botto et al,4 and others exemplify
this as I detailed in an editorial in 2016.5 Greater AF burden should have increased
risk and greater CHA2DS2-VASc score (congestive heart failure, hypertension, age,
diabetes mellitus, prior stroke or embolism, vascular disease, sex category) should
have increased risk for any given AF burden. Thus, although the data Dr Gold
noted of “at least 24 hours” which was critical in ASSERT (Asymptomatic Atrial
Fibrillation and Stroke Evaluation in Pacemaker Patients and the Atrial Fibrillation
Reduction Atrial Pacing Trial) is important, the CHA2DS2-VASc score in ASSERT
was only 2.2. In most other device-detected AF reports with shorter critical sub122
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clinical AF, CHA2DS2-VASc scores were not reported.
Going forward, to best understand this field, these
scores need to be reported and duration, in a vacuum,
is not sufficient to report—nor is a list of comorbidities
without quantifying data. Subclinical AF is more important and more complex than often considered.
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